MYSTERY IN MIDDLEBURGH
March Play Time!
Options, Choices and Decisions, Oh My!
 Rainbow layouts Top Assembly
Follow this sequence with your colors as shown. Using the colors in this manner gives a nice
flow to the quilt top, no matter which way you layout the blocks. Do not move the blocks from
this sequence; just turn them in place as you experiment with layouts.

35 block layout

The color squares represent the ½ square triangles.
1. To start with the typical layout: The ½ square triangles (optional square) they should be in the
lower right hand corner throughout the quilt top. This is a nice look and is beautiful with any
traditional fabrics.

35 block layouts: Turn the blocks so the ½ square triangles are in the corner of the block as
shown in layout diagrams. If it too confusing to see all of the layouts cover up all but the one
you are laying out.

24 block : Turn the blocks so the ½ square triangles are in the corner of the block as shown in
layout diagram. If it too confusing to see all of the layouts cover up all but the one you are
laying out.

SOME LAYOUT WORK BETTER for SCRAPPY than RAINBOW or PURCHASED

Treat Refrigerated Applesauce Cake
1 box graham crackers

2 packages Jell-O, 2 different flavors

16 ounces apple sauce

Cool Whip topping

1. Divide applesauce in half in 2 bowls; add 1 package Jell-O to each bowl and stir into
applesauce
2. Lay out, on a rectangular or oval serving plate 3 full graham cracker side to side; placed with
longer sides together.
3. Spread with a few tablespoons of the applesauce mix.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, alternating the flavor/colors of applesauce and ending with a layer of
graham crackers.
5. Frost with Cool Whip topping and refrigerate at least one hour.

HINT: Make the cake first and then decide which layout to use; by then cake will be ready to eat!
(Jell-O brand gelatin recipe)

